
Jehovah makes clear in his Word that his will for us today includes accomplishing a 
great work of Kingdom-preaching before the end of this system comes. (Matt. 24:14)… Yes, 
the end of this system is so very near! Is that not reason to increase our activity? In this 
regard we can learn something from a runner who puts on a final burst of speed near the 
finish of a race…Reports are heard of brothers selling their homes and property and 
planning to finish out the rest of their days in this old system in the pioneer service. 
Certainly this is a fine way to spend the short time remaining before the wicked world’s end.
—1 John 2:17. – How are you using your life? Kingdom Ministry, May, 1974, page 3
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President Fred Franz: On February 24th 1918 the then-president of 
the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Joseph F. Rutherford, gave an 
astounding speech here in this city. It was entitled, Millions Now Living May 
Never Die. Later on, that theme was strengthened by changing one word so 
that the title was, Millions Now Living will Never Die! (0:48)

Now, this exciting speech focused attention upon a certain class of 
people finding themselves on the Earth with only earthly expectations for the 
future. It focused attention upon the class that was expected to survive the 
impending battle of Armageddon and live on earth into God’s righteous new 
order. And these people were not particularly identified except for the fact 
that they were righteously-disposed people and God would respect their 
righteous attitude and their desire to live a good life, and he would let them 
be spared through the battle of Armageddon which was then thought to be 
right around the corner. (2:07)

The fact of the matter is World War One was expected to lead on into 
world revolution such as took place in 1917 in Russia, and then merge into 
world anarchy, which was understood to be the battle of Armageddon. And 
these millions then living who would never die were expected to survive that 
impending battle of Armageddon and the binding of Satan and his demons 
and live on into God’s righteous new order. (2:53)

Well, that was indeed and epoch-making speech although it was 
premature, at least, forasmuch as we are now fifty seven years removed from 
then, and the vast majority of the people who were living then in nineteen 
hundred and eighteen have died. (3:20)

But five years passed and again we find ourselves in the city of Los 
Angeles. Again a convention of the Bible Students Association is being held 
and the president of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Joseph F. 
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Rutherford, is the main speaker, and the speech that stood out most 
prominently of all was his speech on the subject, Sheep and Goats. This talk 
dealt with the parable of the ‘sheep’ and ‘goats’ as found in Matthew chapter 
twenty-five, verses thirty-one to forty-six. And it revolutionised our thinking 
at that time with regard to the Sheep and the Goats. Up till then the ‘sheep’ 
of this parable had been thought to be a people living in the Millennium after 
the binding and abyssing of Satan the Devil and his demons. And the 
brothers of Christ who are referred to in this parable were not the spiritual…
the spirit-begotten brothers of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, but they 
were thought to be the members of the human family who were then living 
on earth, the established kingdom of Jesus Christ. And by doing good to one 
another as members of the human family to which Jesus Christ had attached 
himself by human birth while they were doing good unto the least of Christ’s 
brothers – the least, the earthly brothers of Christ. And they were doing 
good in various ways, and even visiting those in prison, those ‘in prison’ 
being understood to be the dead who were in the prison-house of the 
tombs. And by praying in behalf of those who were in the tomb for their 
return and preparing for them, why, these earthly inhabitants of the New 
Order – they were visiting those who were in prison. (6:16)

So it was this type of thinking that we had with regard to the fulfilment 
of the parable of the Sheep and Goats. But when that speech was delivered 
by Brother Rutherford here in Los Angeles in nineteen hundred and twenty-
three, it completely overturned such thinking. It was a revolution of thought 
and now it was seen that this parable of the Sheep and Goats applied now - 
before the great day of God the Almighty at Armageddon and the binding of 
Satan and his demons! (7:07)

The sheep in this parable, they were inhabitants of the Earth now, and 
they were doing good now to the least of the brothers of the king, the Lord 
Jesus Christ. And these brothers, the least ones of his, were not members of 
the human family in general, but they were begotten by God’s holy spirit and 
they were the brothers of their great elder-brother, the Lord Jesus Christ. 
They were the remnant of the spiritual body of the Lord Jesus Christ. And the 
ones who did good to them as if it were directly under the Lord Jesus Christ 
were people now living who did good to these faithful disciples of Jesus 
Christ who were suffering because of walking faithfully in his footsteps. And 
they were giving them literal water to drink, literal food to eat, they were 
clothing them in their naked state, and they were visiting them in their 
sicknesses. They were even visiting them in literal prisons into which these 
disciples of Jesus Christ were brought because of proclaiming the 
established kingdom of God.  (8:47)

So here we see how the attention now was narrowing down to a 
general righteously-disposed class who were thought to be the ‘millions now 
living that would never die’ to a sheep-like class of people who really did 
good to be identified disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, and who did these 
good things which the King enumerated because they recognised the need 
to feed the spiritual brothers of the Lord Jesus Christ. For that reason they 
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gave them something to eat and drink and wear and they tried to help them 
out of their literal sicknesses of bodily illness, and even were not ashamed to 
go to prison and help these faithful disciples of the king on his heavenly 
throne. (9:54)

So, we got a clearer view of these sheep-like persons and at this Los 
Angeles assembly of nineteen hundred and twenty-three, after this speech 
and explanation of the Sheep and Goats was given, why, there was a 
resolution that was adopted, and was unanimously adopted except for one 
person in the audience, and he happed to be a preacher of Christendom who 
didn’t agree with the sentiments of that resolution. And this resolution 
closed with an appeal to this sheep-like class. It didn’t tell them to make a 
consecration of themselves to the Lord God and to symbolise his 
consecration by water baptism. No, but it called upon these people now 
before the War of the Great Day of God the Almighty to put themselves on 
the side of Jehovah God, to stand up for his Messianic Kingdom and to 
adhere to that position to the ends of this wicked system of things. (11:21)

So it was pointing these sheep-like ones in the right direction, indeed. 
And we know that the sheep were not clearly identified even then, and they 
were not invited to mingle with the Remnant of the faithful followers of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. But we recognised that they were on the scene and that 
they were doing something in behalf of the fully-dedicated and baptised 
disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ – the remnant of the spiritual body of which 
Jesus Christ is the head. (12:14)

It was first when we came down to the year nineteen hundred and 
thirty-five and the Washington D.C assembly was held there in the spring of 
the year. Then on the last Friday of the month of May again the president of 
the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society was the main speaker and gave a 
discourse that really was a marker in theocratic history, because the subject 
of his discourse was Great Multitudes. It dealt with the great multitude that 
was described in Revelation chapter seven, verses nine to seventeen. And it 
showed that this Great Multitude whom we now call the Great Crowd, was 
not a secondary spiritual class who would be associated with the hundred 
and forty-four thousand faithful body-members of Christ in the heavens, 
but it was an earthly class. And these would be the ones, the specific ones, 
that would survive the Great Tribulation culminating in the war of 
Armageddon, survived the binding and abyssing of Satan the Devil and his 
demonic angels, and entering into God’s righteous new system of things. 
These were the sheep-like ones that would come out of the Great 
Tribulation. (14:04)

So, at that time we really identified who these ‘other sheep’ of the 
Lord’s Sheep of Jesus Christ were. And they were a class who were now upon 
the surface of the Earth, very much alive and with great expectations 
concerning the immediate future – within their own lifetime! (14:31)

Well, the next day, Saturday, there was an immersion and there were 
eight hundred who were baptised then and the majority of those who were 
then baptised did not expect as a result of their dedication of themselves to 
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God through Christ and their symbolising it by water baptism, that they 
would be begotten by God’s holy spirit to a heavenly inheritance! They were 
not sure that this would be the case with them individually, but that it might 
be that God would preserve them for an earthly inheritance for the privilege 
of continuing to live on this earth forever and to enjoy the service of God in a 
terrestrial paradise. (15:34)

So, from then on, understandably, the Remnant of the spiritual body of 
Christ knew that they were engaged in gathering in a great multitude of 
these ‘other sheep’ who would have an everlasting terrestrial inheritance. 
(16:02)

Now, that ingathering of these ‘other sheep’ has continued on for a 
long time. Here we are in the year of nineteen hundred and seventy-five and 
this is practically forty years since this ingathering of dedicated, baptised 
‘other sheep’ has begun. (16:36)

For these forty years now this work of ingathering, these ‘other sheep’ 
of the Fine Shepherd, the Lord Jesus Christ, has been going on and we are 
therefore well along in this operation, and we know that we are nearer now 
to something than we were forty years ago when this operation began – just 
as the Apostle Paul reminds us way back there nineteen hundred years ago. 
In Romans chapter thirteen, verse eleven, he says, ‘Brothers, you know the 
season, that it is already the hour for you to awake from sleep because now 
your salvation is nearer than at the time when you became believers.’ And all 
of us know no matter how long we have been dedicated and baptised, now, 
in this year of nineteen hundred and seventy-five we are nearer to our 
salvation than at the time when we first became believers – that is absolutely 
certain! (18:10)

But the big question (loud applause) is this: Is this year, nineteen 
hundred and seventy-five the final year, the last year, for the ingathering of 
the ‘other sheep’? Now, we’re all interested in that, and as we went around 
the world and stopped in the various countries – this is our twentieth stop 
here in Los Angeles – and we enquired among the brothers what they’re 
talking about locally among themselves, what they’re interested in. We found 
that, just like you here, they also were interested in this current year of 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five – what does it signify for God’s people? Is 
it the year, the final year, the last year, for the ingathering of the Other 
Sheep, before the Great Tribulation breaks and reaches its climax in the 
battle of the Great Day of God the Almighty at Armageddon? Is this the year 
which will lead right on into the establishment of the reign of the Lord Jesus 
Christ? (19:45)

Well, how are we to view this year? And what are really valid 
expectations with regard to its occurrences? What is to be expected?  (20:08)

People not only among ourselves are interested in this, but also, just 
this afternoon, John Dart, the religious editor of the Los Angeles Times 
telephoned and expressed an interest in this year, nineteen hundred and 
seventy-five, as to what the vice-president or the president believed about 
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it. So they’re interested in nineteen seventy-five outside as well as inside of 
the organisation. (20:46)

Now, we recall that in nineteen hundred and twenty-three, when that 
resolution was adopted with regard to these ‘sheep’ of the parable of 
Matthew twenty-five, verses thirty-one to forty-six, and the appeal was 
made in the closing paragraph of the resolution to these Other Sheep to take 
their stand on the side of God’s Kingdom, that what the Revelation depicts 
as the seventh, or the…the second plague…rather, the second plague began 
to be poured out, and this was co-incidental with the blowing of the second 
trumpet, which is elsewhere described in the book of Revelation. (21:51)

Well, there followed as series of international assemblies beginning 
with nineteen hundred and twenty-two – a series of seven of them, and 
these terminating with the assembly in Detroit, Michigan. There, a resolution 
and a declaration was adopted by those there assembled in convention, and 
this declaration was entitled, Declaration Against Satan And For Jehovah, and 
we understand that there at that assembly in nineteen hundred and twenty-
eight, the seventh and last plague began to be poured out, and 
coincidentally, too, why the seventh trumpet began to be sounded. (23:00)

Now this declaration against Satan and for Jehovah as adopted 
unanimously by Jehovah’s devoted people there assembled, this conformed 
more in its presentation with what is described as being the seventh plague, 
which is detailed in Revelation chapter sixteen about the plague being 
poured out upon the air. (23:38)

The seventh plague, however, coincided with the seventh trumpet and 
the seventh trumpet has a somewhat different presentation of matters from 
that which is given in connection with the seventh plague. We read with 
regard to the seventh trumpet in Revelation chapter ten, and there you recall 
how the Apostle John describes this glorious angel that came down from 
heaven and put his right foot upon the sea and his left foot upon the dry 
ground, and how he lifted his hand to heaven in an oath – and verse six says, 
‘And by him who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the 
things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea and the things in it, 
he swore: “There-will-be-no-delay-any-longer”’! There will be NO DELAY 
any longer. But, in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel when he is 
about to blow his trumpet the sacred secrets, the mystery of God according 
to the good news which was declared to his slaves the prophets is indeed 
brought to a finish! (25:44)

So, in the days of the sounding of the trumpet by the seventh angel 
something is to be brought to a finish and there was to be no delay in this 
process either. It is going to be accomplished. Now what is this sacred secret 
or this mystery of God according to the good news which was declared to his 
slaves the prophets? (26:19)

Well, if we go on to the next chapter, the eleventh chapter, and come 
down to the fifteenth verse, there it informs us what this sacred secret is. It 
is not the church or congregation of which the Lord Jesus Christ is the head, 
one hundred and forty-four thousand members under him, no, it is 
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something else. So, verse eleven says, ‘And the seventh angel blew his 
trumpet. And loud voices occurred in heaven, saying: “Now the kingdom of 
the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he 
reign forever and ever.”’ The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom 
of the Lord and of his Christ and he, the Lord, will reign forever and ever. 
‘And the twenty-four elders who were seated before God upon their thrones 
fell upon their faces, saying: “We thank you Jehovah God the Almighty who is 
and who was because you have taken to yourself your great power and 
begun ruling as king. But the nations became wrathful and your own wrath 
came and the time for the dead to be judged and to give your reward to your 
holy ones and to those fearing your name, the small and the great and to 
bring to ruin those who are ruining the earth.”’ (28:31)

So, that sacred secret of God which is brought to its conclusion, its 
finish, during the days of the sounding of the seventh trumpet, that mystery, 
that sacred secret, is a kingdom of God and of his Christ, the Messianic 
kingdom of a thousand years. (28:56)

So then, we see that we have now something with which to deal in this 
matter of determining just where we are on the stream of time, and how 
near we are to the bringing to utter destruction this old wicked system of 
Satan the Devil and thereafter the binding of the Devil himself and of all his 
angels, the demons. This kingdom of God and of his Christ is specifically 
stated to be a thousand years in length. And we can be sure that those 
thousand years have a definite starting point and definite terminal point. It’s 
not a period of a thousand years that begins at an indefinite time in the 
future. But it has a definite date for it to begin, just as the American 
government dates itself from a certain year so that we can calculate from the 
date of the beginning of the Millennial Reign of the Lord Jesus Christ and 
know when it is going to end. (30:34)

Now, it’s a thousand years in length. It’s going to accomplish a certain 
purpose and Jesus prayed, taught us to pray, that God’s Name should be 
sanctified and his kingdom should come and his Will be done on Earth as it 
is done in heaven. (30:58)

So, one of the purposes of that Millennial Kingdom of Jesus Christ is to 
see not only that Jehovah’s Universal Sovereignty is vindicated, but also that 
his name is sanctified, made sacred, throughout the whole universe, and this 
concords with the purpose of God’s Great Sabbath Day. And according to 
Genesis chapter two, verses one to three, why, it says that after God had 
finished his creative works of the six preceding days, then he desisted from 
his works by the seventh day, the seventh creative day – ‘And God proceeded 
to bless the seventh day and make it sacred because in it he has been 
resting from all his works which he created for the purpose of 
making.’ (32:14)

So, God’s rest day has a definite objective and that is it is to be a 
blessed day and a sacred day and it’s going to reflect the honour and the 
glory and the praise of Jehovah God. Well now, since the thousand reign of 
Jesus Christ has that very objective, it is only logical that before the seventh 
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creative day of Jehovah God terminates, that this thousand years of the reign 
of Christ for this purpose should be realised, it should find its place within 
that seventh creative day, in fact be the final thousand year period within 
that seventh creative day of Jehovah God. (33:17)

Well, that would mean how many years preceding it has mankind been 
travelling along through this iniquitous system-of-things. The Apostle Paul 
in Hebrews chapter four shows that God’s great rest day is not a twenty-four 
hour day, but that already, in the Apostle Paul’s day, God’s rest day had run 
more than four thousand years and was going to run some more. And here 
we are over nineteen hundred years past the time of the Apostle Paul’s 
death. And if we add that to these nineteen hundred years to all the years 
that we can calculate according to the Bible chronology we find that we are 
about six thousand years along in human history and we have yet, shortly 
before us, the thousand-year reign of the Lord Jesus Christ. So that if we add 
the two together – the Millennial Reign of Christ with the approximately six 
thousand years of human history till now, we can see that its sum totals to 
seven thousand years. And by this we know that the six creative days  which 
God readied the Earth for the inhabitation of mankind were not six twenty-
four days, but they were six days of each seven thousand years, and when 
man came on the scene it was approximately forty-two thousand years in 
progression. (35:31)

Well then, the big question for us now to determine is this: if we’ll go 
to this red book here, Everlasting Life in Freedom of the Sons of God, and we 
turn to page 31 through 35, we find there a chart which is headed Chart of 
Significant Events From the Creation of Man to the Year 7000 Anno Mundi, 
seven thousand from the creation of man. And the first item on the list is 
dated four thousand and twenty six before our common era and the item is 
the creation of Adam in the early autumn of that year. Not a January the first 
of that year, four thousand twenty-six, but in the early autumn of that year; 
so that we measure the years from autumn to autumn. And then if we turn to 
page thirty-five we are startled to see the year nineteen hundred and 
seventy-five where we actually are. And, what does it say with regard to 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five? It says the end. Now notice this – the 
end of the sixth one-thousand year day of man’s existence in early autumn. 
And then it carries us on beyond that, beyond this year. The next date is two 
thousand and seventy-five, a thousand years from now. And what does it say 
regarding that? The end of the seventh thousand year day of human 
existence in the early autumn. (38:06)

Now that’s all it says about nineteen hundred and seventy-five 
(audience laughs loudly and applauds), and that’s all we can say to John 
Dart, the religious editor of the Los Angeles Times, or anyone else there out 
in the world who wants to know what we have published regarding this 
critical year. We know it’s a critical year, we know we’re near something – but 
we’re not saying (audience laughs loudly and applauds). (38:50)

We are well-along in this year nineteen seventy-five. I don’t mean that 
we are here July, or rather, February the tenth, just a little over one month in 
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nineteen seventy-five. No, but I mean we’re well-along in the Bible-year 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five. We know that nations and organisations 
have their years by which they make a tally of their operations and of their 
accomplishments and of their expenditures or they make up their budgets 
for the coming year; like the United States has a fiscal year, which I believe 
begins in July, not January the first. (39:51)

And so, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society also has a year which 
does not begin with January the first, it’s a service year, and it tallies all the 
service records from the countries in which Jehovah’s Christian Witnesses are 
operating. And that service year begins September the first and rounds to 
the following August the thirty-first. And then the year’s records are 
complete and they’re published in the forthcoming Annual or Yearbook of 
Jehovah’s Christian Witnesses. (40:36)

So, the Bible-year does not start with this man-made commencement 
of the secular year on January the first. But it is a lunar year and just as it 
says here in this book, in that chart, the creation of Adam was in the early 
autumn of the year. (41:06)

And so with regard to this year, nineteen hundred and seventy-five 
measured by Bible-times would be a lunar year, and this lunar year, nineteen 
hundred and seventy-five, according to the Jewish calendar, began Monday 
at sundown of September the sixteenth and ran through midnight and 
through the following morning and afternoon to sundown of September the 
seventeenth. That was the first day of the lunar year, nineteen hundred and 
seventy-five. (41:53)

And according to the same lunar calendar, Nisan will begin and on the 
twenty-seventh of March, why, we will be celebrating the Lord’s Supper as a 
memorial of the death of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. (42:15)

And, if we measure twelve lunar months from September the sixteenth 
and seventeenth, why, it brings us down to September the fifth and at 
sundown on September the fifth the lunar year, nineteen hundred and 
seventy-five, ends. So you see, we haven’t got much left to this year 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five. It’s gonna end at sundown of September 
the fifth. Now, our enquiries around the world of the brothers as to what 
they’re expecting to occur between now and the end of nineteen hundred 
and seventy-five has revealed that some are very sanguine about matters in 
the near future and they’re expecting the Great Tribulation to occur and the 
destruction of Babylon the Great and the annihilation of all the political 
systems of this world and then the binding of Satan and his demons and 
their abyssing to occur before this year is ended, this year nineteen hundred 
and seventy-five. And immediately thereafter the thousand-year reign of the 
Lord Jesus Christ to begin. (43:47)

So they expect a great deal and they’re venting their views to their 
brothers and sisters in the congregations and raising their expectations very, 
very high indeed. Well now, we’re not saying that by the end of this year, 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five, all these things cannot take place, that 
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God cannot bring all these things about. He can, he’s almighty and this 
Omnipotent One can bring this about in a hurry if he wants to do so. (44:39)

But, in view of what the scriptures inform us, are we warranted in 
expecting so much to occur by September the fifth of nineteen hundred and 
seventy-five? Does September the fifth, at sundown, when the year nineteen 
hundred and seventy-six will begin – lunar-time, mean that it is time for the 
thousand-year reign of Jesus Christ to begin? And, accordingly, does it mean 
that we are six thousand years advanced into the seventh day, the seventh 
creative day of Jehovah God, his rest-day, his Sabbath Day? Does it mean 
that? (45:42)

No, not according to this book and what’s been published since. And 
why do we say that? Well, all this book says is that nineteen seventy-five 
marks the end of the sixth one thousand-year day of man’s existence. Well, 
that period of time, those six one-thousand year days which man has 
survived until now began when? They began on…ON the sixth creative day of 
Jehovah God. They began when Adam was created, the first man. (46:45)

We turn to Genesis chapter one, and our morning’s text is right to the 
point. It quotes Genesis verse one, ur…chapter one, verse twenty-six where 
God speaks to his companion workmate, and he says, ‘Let us make man in 
our image according to our likeness.’ That’s what the morning text says. But 
verse twenty-six goes on to say, ‘And let them have in subjection the fish of 
the sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every moving thing that 
is moving on the Earth.’ Then verse twenty-seven proceeds to say, ‘So God 
created man in his image according to his likeness in male and female.’ Not 
male alone, but male and female he created them. (47:54)

‘And God blessed them and God said to them, “Be fruitful and become 
many and fill the Earth and subdue it. And have in subjection the fish of the 
sea and the flying creatures of the heavens and every moving thing that is 
living on the ground.”’ (48:18)

So, God produced male and female and married them, gave them their 
commission,  and this occurred when? On the sixth creative day, because the 
last verse of Genesis one, verse thirty-one says, after that, after all of this 
creative work – ‘after that, God saw everything that he had made and look: it 
was very good’! Which meant that it was a work perfectly done. His activity is 
perfect Deuteronomy thirty-two, verse four says. Look, it was very good, and 
all that he had created up till then included man and woman, male and 
female of the human species. And then the closing sentence of the first 
chapter says, ‘And the evening and the morning came to be the sixth 
day.’ (49:33)

So it used to be thought that Adam was created on the sixth day and 
with his creation the sixth day ended and Eve was created in the beginning 
of the seventh day. No, the Bible doesn’t put it that way, but both female and 
male were created on the sixth seven-thousand-year day of Jehovah God. 
(50:05)

But the point is this: were the male and the female created instantly at 
the same time, simultaneously? Well, if they were created simultaneously at 
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the same instant of time, then nineteen hundred and seventy-five would 
mark the end of the sixth one thousand-year day from…of human existence, 
including the existence of Eve, the woman, the female, as well as Adam, the 
male, the man. (50:51)

But, is that the case? No, to find out whether Adam and Eve, the male 
and the female, according to Genesis chapter one were created 
instantaneously, simultaneously, why, we have to turn to the second chapter, 
and there we’re given more details upon the matter. And verse seven goes 
on to say that ‘God formed man out of the dust of the ground and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath of life. And the man came to be a living soul. And 
God took the man whom he had formed,’ and put him in the Garden of Eden, 
the paradise of pleasure to dress it and to cultivate it. He gave him a job to 
do. (51:42)

Now, this account shows us that the man, the male, was all alone for a 
while; the only occupant, human occupant, of the Garden of Eden – the 
paradise of pleasure. And we know this to be the case because it says that 
after that, why, God caused all the animals to be brought for Adam for him 
to name. So, to name them characteristically, why, he would have to observe 
them and their habits, their appearance, and give them a fitting name. And 
the Bible says ‘and whatever Adam called each living animal, that was its 
name.’ (52:35)

Now, this took time, didn’t it? It wouldn’t be accomplished in one day, 
this bringing of all these animals before the first man and his inspecting 
them and giving them an appropriate name – it must have taken time. (52:54)

It doesn’t necessarily mean that God brought before Adam all the 
varieties of every species of animals and flying creatures. No, it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that. But evidently God brought before him specimens of 
each species of animal kind. And when he was naming this specimen, he was 
naming the whole species, like the dog family, the cat family, and so on. 
(53:32)

And how long did this take? Not necessarily…not a very long time, all 
depending upon the speed with which God brought these animals before 
Adam for him to deal with. In the case of Noah he was told to bring all the 
animals into the ark, wasn’t he? And he, likewise, took specimens of these 
animals, not all their many varieties, but he took specimens of all these 
animal-kinds into the ark and it only took him a week to do that! So, 
possibly Adam could have likewise named all the animals inside of a week, 
getting fully acquainted with them. But the Bible is not specific on how much 
time it took, but it comes to this conclusion: that Adam, after he had named 
all these specimens of animals brought before him found in none of them a 
suitable companion for himself. And likely he felt lonely and he desired a 
companion, th(r)ough he was having companionship with God. But God was 
in the invisible realm, and he had loving family conversations between 
themselves – the Father speaking out of heaven to his son Adam, and Adam 
replying from the earth to his unseen heavenly father; there was a close-
living bond between them. (55:25)
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But yet, right here on this Earth, visibly there was no suitable 
companion for man and man in his holiness, his innocence, his 
righteousness, was not disposed to commit bestiality, which the Bible 
condemns; sexual contact, humans with a beast of the Earth. (55:52)

And God saw the state of affairs and therefore he proceeded to say, ‘It 
is not good for man to be by himself alone. I will create a helper for him, a 
compliment of him.’ So God proceeded to create something – the sixth 
creative day was not yet ended. What did he create? He could have created 
another man, a perfect man like Adam. And that man would have been a fine 
companion for Adam to have, they could have had a pleasant conversation 
and communication and association between themselves. But in that case, 
why, if the Earth was to be filled with humans, God would have to make a 
direct creation of each additional man until all earth was filled. And then, if 
there was sin that entered the world, God…if all these men, inhabitants of 
the earth went sinning, God would have to provide an individual ransomer 
for each and every one of those sinful men. (57:15)

But God is a great economist (loud laugh and applause) Well, the 
account tells us whom God created. He made a deep sleep fall upon Adam 
and the operation he performed on him was painless surgery and he opened 
his side, took out a rib, which was full of marrow that can produce blood and 
he closed up the place again without a scar, and from this rib he built a 
woman. He brought her to Adam and told Adam how she came into 
existence. As a consequence Adam could say, ‘At last this is bone of my 
bones and flesh of my flesh. Therefore she shall be called Woman because 
out of man she was taken,’ or as the original says, “Therefore she shall be 
called ‘ish’shah’, because out of ish’ (man) she was taken. (58:36)

And then God married the two and he gave them his blessing and told 
them to become fruitful and become many and fill the Earth with their kind 
and subdue it. And thus God’s  procedure was not that a direct creation of 
every human individual here upon this earth, but procreation by means of 
the first human pair that he put upon the earth, the male and the female. 
(59:15)

Thus it becomes apparent that there was a time interval between the 
creation of Adam and the creation of Eve. And it was first with the creation of 
Eve that the sixth day ended because there is no record in the Bible that God 
created anything earthly after he produced Eve. And in Hebrews chapter 
four, verse three, it says there with God…God’s Great Sabbath day, that his 
works were finished from the founding of the world. When God produced the 
first male and female and told them to procreate, there God laid the 
foundation for the producing of a whole world of mankind that would fill this 
earth comfortably in a paradise state. (1:00:18)

Consequently, the sixth creative day came to an end with the creation 
of Eve. Now, how long after the creation of Adam that was the Bible does not 
specify – we cannot definitely calculate. But it was a period of time shorter or 
longer. Now, if it was just a month after Adam’s creation, then six thousand 
years from Eve’s creation would still end in this secular calendar year of 
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nineteen hundred and seventy-five – it would end in October. If it was two 
months after Adam’s creation, then it would end two months after 
September the fifth – in November. If it were three months after Adam’s 
creation, then the time interval would end in December, early in December, 
well before December the thirty-first. But if it were longer than three months 
or if it were a full year after Adam’s creation that Eve was created, then the 
six thousand years of human existence including Eve would end in nineteen 
seventy-six. There were two years, say, why, then it would end in nineteen 
hundred and seventy-seven. (1:01:56)

So you see, we can expect that after September the fifth, sundown, of 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five there will be a period of time 
corresponding with the interval between Adam and Eve’s creation, and this 
period of time will run on for how long we don’t know until six thousand 
years from Eve’s creation takes place, terminates. In other words, six 
thousand years from end of the sixth creative day will terminate at the end 
of this definite interval of time. (1:02:46)

Well, since that is the case, then we do not necessarily have to insist or 
even expect that everything is going to be through and over-with by 
September the fifth this year, but rather, since there is an interval of time 
that must follow before six thousand years of human creation from Eve’s 
coming on the scene, things could happen in that interval of time that yet 
remains to be measured off in our experience, before the thousand-year 
reign of Jesus Christ begins. (1:03:36)

Therefore we see that September the fifth of this year does not mean 
that we are six thousand years into the seventh creative day, the Sabbath 
Day of Jehovah God and that immediately after September the fifth, why, the 
Millennial Kingdom of the Lord Jesus Christ must begin in order to fulfil the 
final thousand years of God’s great seventh creative day. (1:04:10)

Well then, after September the fifth, things could happen, and it looks 
very likely that they’re going to happen according to the way that affairs are 
going in the world and according to the nations of the ruling class of this 
world. Then there could come the Great Tribulation in which, first, Babylon 
the Great – the world empire of false religion, will be utterly wiped out and 
the earth be cleansed of all false religion, and this to be followed 
immediately by the annihilation of all the political powers and superpowers 
of this world in the battle of the Great Day of God the Almighty at 
Armageddon. And then, instantly following that, the enchaining of Satan the 
Devil and his demons and the hurling of them into the Abyss for a thousand 
years, and after that, why, the thousand-year reign of the Lord Jesus Christ 
would begin. (1:05:29)

So we see that God could accomplish this in that interval of time which 
should follow September the fifth, nineteen hundred and seventy-five, and 
God can make a speedy work of it. He says he’s going to make a short work 
of it, cut it short in righteousness – and did not the Lord Jesus Christ tell us 
that this tribulation will be so devastating that, if it were not cut short, no 
human flesh would survive? But on account of the Chosen Ones, whom God 
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has chosen, he has cut short the days and therefore some flesh will survive, 
and that’s where the Great Crowd of Other Sheep pin their hopes of being 
preserved through this great tribulation, the Battle of Armageddon as its 
finale and the binding of Satan and the surviving into the righteous new 
system of things established by God on earth under the heavenly kingdom of 
our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. (1:06:50)

So, it can come quickly within a short time after the terminal day of 
the lunar year, nineteen hundred and seventy-five, and we should not jump 
to wrong decisions on that account, and say, ‘well, the time after September 
the fifth, nineteen seventy-five, is indefinitely long and so it’ll allow for me 
to realise my human aspirations, getting married and raising a family and 
kids or going to college for a few years and learning engineering and finding 
a fine position as an engineer, a civil engineer, or electrical engineer or some 
other prominent fine-paying job. (1:07:45)

No, the time does not allow for that, dear friends. The time is short, 
the Apostle Paul says in First Corinthians chapter seven and verse twenty-
nine – the time left is reduced! And he said that nineteen hundred ago, and 
it’s nineteen hundred years reduced by now, this year of nineteen hundred 
and seventy-five, and evidently there’s not much time left. (1:08:16) 

So, Jesus warned us that this thing is coming as a thief in the night. 
It’s going to snap shut like a trap upon the world of mankind at the outbreak 
of this great tribulation. And it’s near because he said in Luke chapter 
twenty-one that ‘when the fig tree and all the other trees bud, you know that 
summer is near. In the same way, you also, when you see these things occur 
you know that the kingdom of God is near. Truly I say to you, this generation 
will by no means pass away until all things are fulfilled. Heaven and earth 
will pass away, but my word will by no means pass away,’ and we who are 
this generation, particularly those who were on the scene, like Brother (elder 
John? indistinct) in nineteen hundred and fourteen, they have lived already 
sixty-one years into this generation beyond nineteen hundred and fourteen. 
(1:09:42)  

This generation is pretty-well near the close of its life-expectancy 
here upon this earth and Jesus said this was going to come within this 
generation! So, if we know anything, we know that the kingdom of God in its 
destructive work toward the Devil’s organisation, and the ushering in of the 
Great Sabbath Day of which the Lord Jesus Christ will be king, that day, that 
day and hour which God has fixed is here! Now, let’s not fool ourselves 
about the matter and start making plans and entering into projects which are 
not warranted by the lateness of the hour. Even if we don’t know how long 
after September fifth, nineteen seventy-five, the time will extend itself. 
(1:10:35)  

Therefore dear friends, let’s take the equilibrated view with regard to 
nineteen hundred and seventy-five and not make unwarranted predictions 
and be found to be false prophets. But just let’s point to what the Bible has 
to say and take a same view of the matter and live accordingly, and if things 
extend themselves in this old system-of-things beyond nineteen seventy-
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five, September the fifth, then let us rejoice that we’re still here on the earth 
preserved with the wonderful prospect of surviving the Great Tribulation 
which is nigh at hand, and let us keep on in this work, which we know is the 
right work. It’s a Bible work, it’s a work approved by Jehovah God and he has 
shown his approval visibly by blessing the activities of his people till now 
and giving us such marvellous increases in the membership of the theocratic 
organisation all around the world. (1:11:52)  

So dear friends (loud applause), now’s the time to preach the Word 
and to keep on preaching it, and may Jehovah God help all of us as we 
approach these crucial years or months that are ahead, and may we do just 
what Jesus said there in Luke twenty-one and verses thirty-four to thirty-six 
– not become overwhelmed with heavy drinking and overeating and the 
pleasures of this life and the anxieties of this life, but he says keep watching 
and continue to supplicate that you may succeed in escaping all these things 
and standing approved before the Son of Man. (1:13:01)

May Jehovah God help us all to continue in that course. (1:13:07)
Blessings on you.
(Loud Applause)
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